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                    Upcoming Events 
 

 
"Friendship Dinners”

Be Sit Together Around the Friendship Table
 

Fasting in Ramadan and Developing Self-Control
Ramadan is the 9th month of the Islamic lunar calendar. It is

a special month of the year for over one billion Muslims
throughout the world. During this month healthy adult

Muslims fast, from the break of dawn until sunset. Fasting
requires abstinence from eating, drinking, and intercourse
during the daylight hours; that is, about an hour and a half

before sunrise until sunset. An early breakfast is
recommended in the prophetic tradition, taken before dawn.

At the end of the day the fast is broken with a meal called the
iftar.

 

 

 
Anatolian Cultures & Civilizations

 
Need a very long journey in the history?

Are you ready to zoom back centuries to mystical times and
places again this year? Then Anatolian Cultures and

Civilizations Booths awaits you.
Let these historic sites come to life with crafts, music and

some art demonstrations like Ebru Marbling and be
prepared to say your name or your beloved one to write with

Ottoman calligraphy.
Please click here to see "Anatolian Cultural Civilizations

 Vision & Mission 

 
    Anatolia Cultural and
Dialogue Centre (ACDC)
is a non-profit organization
dedicated to promote
harmony in diverse
cultural setting in of Hong
Kong.
    Its aim is to build a
strong and lasting
friendship by promoting a
better understanding,
which is based on mutual
respect, and
understanding between
the individuals of Hong
Kong and those who have
Turkish background and
origin.
    It strives to introducing,
promoting and informing
people in Hong Kong
about Turkish history and
culture by bringing people
together in an open
dialogue. 

 

  Recent Events 
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2013"
 

 
 

 
Sufi for a Day

 
Have you ever though of practicing of a Sufi life in your day?

Have you ever wondered how the Sufi people feel during
their day and night?

 
Dear Friends of ACDC. ACDC is launching a new program
as “Sufi for a Day”. It aimed to fell “Self, others, nature and
matter” rather than only talk and understand its literature.

Normally Ramadan has aspects to community spirit. But in
this program, its aimed to dicipline our inner life. Therefore

this program has aspect of self spirituality.
 

 

 
Turkish Language Classes Early Enrollments has

started!
 

Anatolia Cultural & Dialog Center launched a new Turkish
Language Program which is full of exciting opportunities and

colorful content.
This time we are not going to focuse only on "general

Turkish" but also will focuse " Business, Media, Survival,
Online and Ottoman Turkish Courses as well as some -free-
acommodation opportunities for a better Turkish in Turkey"

 

 
 

 

 
Doing Well by Doing Good

or Doing Good by Doing Well
 
On 21st of June 2014, Anatolia
Cultural and Dialogue Centre

hosted Ms Kavita Khosa,
founder of Purearth.

Ms Kavita Khosa talks about
the matters in the nature of

their product.
She focused on explaining the

importance of purearth in a way
of progress for a better balance
of undistracted nature and the

nature of our beauty.
She said; In a holistic Ayurvedic

approach to well being that
harnesses ancient wisdom for

modern day needs. In the
power of wild harvested, natural
and organic ingredients is in its

purest form.
In ethically conscious, fair

trade, sustainably developed
products made by people, not
factories. In bio diversity and

support bio dynamic and
organic farming methods. A fair
day’s work deserves a fair day’s
pay, irrespective of gender, and

is the first step towards
empowerment and equality.

 

 

 
Ebru Marbling Workshop

for Hermes
 

Ebru Marbling Art is the art of
harmony and friendship. It is
known not only by its design

but also known with its
philosophy for the social

Harmony and Friendship. 
It gathers the groups and
friends to draw for their
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Ebru Water Marbling Art Courses
 

After the “Sacred Word” was expressed in writing, it met with
the refined taste in art. As a result of this meeting, some arts
such as ebru, tezhip or illumination, and binding came into
being. There are thousand of wonders in the Turkish Art

History.
With upgraded content and opportunities; ACDC welcomes

you to taste this unique art!
 

 

 
The Study Turkey Program

 
Dear Friends of Anatolia Cultural and Dialogue Centre.

ACDC is launching a new program ‘Study Turkey’ which
aimed to contribute to peace with intercultural educational

projects involving students and academicians from
universities, community collages as well as the individuals

who have academic and social project purposes.
You all are welcomed to participate this project. 

 

 

Volunteering at ACDC
 

 
One of the most critical assets of ACDC are the volunteers

who put in countless hours of assistance in making our
events and organizations a success. Their devotion and hard
work are a key component of our success and we depend on

their continued support.
 

friendship. And reflect the
harmony of differences on the

patterns.
ACDC organized a workshop
specifically for the employees

of Hermes, is a French
Manufacturer for quality goods,

on 13th of june 2014 
At the workshop, numbers of

young designers and other stuff
of Hermes felt the uniqueness

of art by drawing the patterns of
their friendship. 

 

 

 
ACDC Farewell Cuisine

Workshop
 

"It was a dream" said one of the
participant of the Turkish

Cuisine Workshops on our
"Farewell Turkish Cuisine of the
season" on 14th of June 2014.
Anatolia Cultural and Dialogue

Centre organized its last
Turkish Cuisine Workshop for

the term 2013/2014
It was quite joyful and relaxing

day again. The attendees
enjoyed the day with relaxing
environment and learned the

food of sultans with Apple
cookies as the menu of the

workshop. 
At the beginning of the

workshop the chief ladies
showed the way of preparation
and the cooking styles. After
that attendees practices the

steps. 
 

 
 

To find more recent events
please click here
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